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What is collaborative 
leadership? 
We collaborate when we can achieve more together 
than we can on our own. 

Collaborative leadership is being able to bring people 
together as equals to achieve a common goal, where 
responsibility and decision making is shared amongst a 
diverse and varied group. 

Therefore it’s different to working in traditional groups or 
teams where someone’s usually in charge. 

Who is it for? 
This capability is most applicable to your current and 
emerging leaders, senior managers and executives. 

Why is it needed? 
With demand for greater agility, flexibility and problem 
solving skills today it’s essential that your leaders can 
capture the full collaborative potential of your people, 
projects and business partners. 

A “command and control” approach doesn’t work, it’s all 
about enabling, curating, facilitating and coaching. 

And yet very few people receive formal training or 
guidance in this area. 

How do you rate your people’s collaborative abilities in 
terms of quality and consistency? 

Benefits 
Building a culture of collaboration leads to: 

• Greater resilience to internal fluidity 

• Strategy implementation and change management 
success; and 

• Effective responses to external trends and events. 

Such outcomes are supported by: 

• Thriving cross-functional teams and projects 

• Unblocking silo-like behaviours 

• Reducing frictions and wasted management time 

• Mitigating major project risks 

• Co-creating innovative solutions with business 
partners 

• Extracting value from networks and relationships 

• Working effectively with stakeholders

Purpose is 
clear and 
unobstructed

Positive and 
psychologically 
safe environment

People with the 
right mindset and 
skills

Working collaboratively



How to go about it? 
The challenge for leaders in collaborative situations is to 
ensure people have the right mindset and skills, the 
group dynamic is strong, there’s alignment around a 
common goal and risks are mitigated. 

The agenda for developing these skills includes: 

• Defining collaborative leadership and why it’s essential 

• Unpacking the meaning of collaboration 

• Why some people find it hard 

• The shift in mindset required 

• Barriers and fears that get in the way  

• The foundations for collaboration success 

• Seven supporting actions 

• Building a powerful presence 

• Prioritising development needs 

• Reviewing, learning and refining 

Participants discuss and work on real challenges affecting 
them and they receive practical tools and guidance that 
they can apply over and over. 

In many cases, collaboration will already be present  in 
your development plans and Phil works with you to 
dovetail in with your frameworks and goals.
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Transformational

Culture Results

Exceptional

Collaborative Excellent

Competitive Average

Controlling Poor

Hostile Critical

THE CHALLENGE

Delivery formats 
Typical forms of delivery include: 

• Keynote speaking 

• Concurrent speaking or workshops 

• Facilitated working sessions 

• Leadership programs 

• Executive off-sites and briefings 

• Education and training 

• Coaching and mentoring 

Phil partners with Naomi Abbott of Conscious Presence to 
include Conversational Intelligence® and coaching 
components as required. 

Layers of focus for leaders



About Phil 
Phil is an expert in skills and strategies for working 
collaboratively. After a successful career leading high 
performance teams in the investment industry, he set up 
his own business to guide blue chip corporations, 
government departments and not-for-profit 
organisations through collaborative challenges. 

He’s worked in boardrooms, on big stages, basketball 
courts and the back of Bourke (literally). 

Phil is a keen long distance runner who regularly takes on 
the Illawarra Escarpment trails near Wollongong. 

Clients 
Phil is valued for the uniqueness and breadth of his 
experience, the level of engagement he creates and the 
practical nature of the methods and tools the he brings to 
your challenges. 

His client list includes: Bendigo Bank, Challenger Group, 
Claim Central, Commonwealth Bank, Dulux Group, IAG, 
JLL, NRMA, Suncorp, Westpac, Australian Food & Grocery 
Council, Australian Packaging Covenant Organisation, 
Better Boards Conference, Chartered Accountants A&NZ, 
Governance Institute of Australia, Governance, Risk & 
Compliance Institute, World Vision Australia, NSW 
Department of Family and Community Services, NSW 
Department of Premier & Cabinet, Central Coast Council, 
City of Greater Dandenong and City of Parramatta.
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Testimonials 
"There was great feedback from your session and plenty of 
notes taken - thank you for providing a great start to the 
day" - Victor Rodriguez, Challenger Group 

“Phil, your simple, systematic approach has made a 
significant impact in this strategic project” - Sarah Lisle, 
University of Wollongong 

"As a community we have decided to focus on 
youth unemployment and Phil has helped us engage with 
local companies to open up their thinking around 
sustained solutions and win-win outcomes." - Donna 
Argus, NSW Family & Community Services 

“Phil provided … a unique perspective on how to work 
collaboratively across the sector on behalf of the shopper, 
embedding shared value opportunities in tandem with 
business imperatives.” – Samantha Blake, Australian Food 
and Grocery Council 

"Thank you so much for presenting to our clients, we 
received an overwhelmingly positive response from them" 
- Tania Kapell, Managing Director, Recruitment Edge

Make contact. 
E  | phil@philpreston.com.au 

M | +61 408 259 633
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